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From the Minister Rev. Lise Adams Sherry
Dear Ones,
This Log entry is going to be a bit of a hodge podge as I continue
to learn about you all and how I can help—so . . . I want to let
you know that my first sermon with you all on Sunday was also
my first sermon in the Zoom realm. Some of you sent lovely
messages to me that I wasn’t able to answer in real time because
it was too much for me to take in on my first Zoom service—hopefully you saw my
message to the effect and know that I will reach out to you. I did learn how to save the
“chat” from Zoom, so I’ve got reminders.
Along those lines, when I reviewed the chat, I saw what a horrible job I did of typing
the Thich Nhat Hanh quotes, so here they are again: “The most precious gift we
can offer others is our presence. When mindfulness embraces those we love,
they will bloom like flowers.” & “We have more possibilities available in each
moment than we realize.” I really enjoy Thich Nhat Hanh’s wisdom and own several
of his books. I was also able to go to Deer Park Monastery for a week in July 2018,
near San Diego, to spend time in community. It was transformative for me and I highly
recommend it when all our COVID challenges have settled down.
Secondly, as I’ve gone about the daily work of ministering at AUUF and chatting with
folks, it has become clear that it’s time to let the Super-Connectors disband and work
to establish a Pastoral Care Team. From all accounts, the Super-Connectors did
a fabulous job of reaching out to folks during the first five months of the pandemic
(Thank you!). But as we settle and try to find some normalcy in these bizarre times,
we (the interested folks—Super- Connectors, Religious Exploration, UU the Vote,
Share the Care) thought it would be better to have a regular Pastoral Care Team that
could be consistent throughout various events, rather than the COVID specific
Super-Connectors. So re-organizing our efforts is the next step toward establishing a
long term shared ministry of pastoral care. Stephanie Koonz has agreed to work with
me to get this team going again, so if you’re interested in helping or would like to
recommend someone else, please let us know.
Third, I’ve been working with Rosene, our Director of Lifespan Religious Exploration,
to discern how I can be of most use in RE. She has shared that in recent years, many
discussion and reading groups have popped up organically from the various social
justice and other interest groups in the congregation to provide much of the curricula
for Adult Programming.
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From the Minister continued
She did say that in the past folks have enjoyed the class Building Your Own Theologyso I am thinking I will offer that opportunity again. I also hope to facilitate a Common
Read experience (www.uua.org/read), and possibly do some things in collaboration
with Rev. Leslie in Fairbanks. Zoom makes it so easy to work together in this way!
And, I’m excited to go hang out with this year’s group of Coming of Age youth from
time to time. What other kinds of classes or other learning opportunities would you like
to see? Please let me know.
Finally, I wanted to re-extend my invitation to you all to come visit me or phone or set
up a Zoom meeting during my office hours. Usually, I will be at AUUF on the following
days and times: Tuesdays, 11am – 2pm; Thursdays, 10am – 2pm and,
Friday 10am –2pm. Wednesday is my work from home writing day, and Sunday
evening through Monday will be my time off, except for emergencies.
Please be in touch so I can help us create the kind of community we all desire at
AUUF, and also spread our love and care out into the wider community. Thank you for
being here!
Blessings, Rev. Lise

Our Office Administrator . . .

Some of you may have heard about our new Office Administrator, Tracy Smith, who
started working with us last week. Fresh from Colorado, she was excited to be in
Alaska and start her new position with us. Unfortunately for us, this week she and her
extended family decided that Tracy was the person best able to help their mom get
resettled in a new living situation because of health concerns. As such, Tracy
resigned, effective immediately. Let’s wish Tracy and her family well as they work to
take care of their mom.
Let’s also take a collective deep breath as we continue our search for another
administrator. And, if any of you know of someone with excellent bookkeeping skills
and a friendly demeanor, let us know. (Remember we aren’t hiring members and
friends of AUUF so we can maintain healthy congregational boundaries, but if you
have a qualified friend please share this link with them.)
www.anchorageuuf.org/job-openings
Blessings, Rev. Lise
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A Shot Across Your Brow
From Sid, Your Board President
When I was young, (as in once upon a time) I wrote that it takes the
artist’s creativity to give shape to chaos. I got an “A”-for-effort along with
a ton of marginal notes from my Professor’s TA (a frustrated artist).
Are these not chaotic times calling out for our artist’s creativity? I had a
long, deep listening conversation with a resident of our Sullivan Arena
Shelter last Thursday. It went something like this:
“All the racist, demonizing talk was exhausting as I sat through night after night of
testimony. Yeah, the Mayor did a lousy job of sellin’ the plan to buy three buildings to
give us a leg up plus a hotel for a community residential treatment center. But the
hatred in the pushback nearly broke my heart.
“Then I came back here to Sully on the last night and took a hot shower— had one of
my “aha” moments… You ever have those shower moments? Yeah? It came in a flash—
“We live in a country bein’ torn apart by our leader’s hubris. He projects hate every
single day like vomit. Disgusting. His poison’s makin’ us all sick. He’s unleashed all our
country’s repressed demons.
“It’s not just us gettin’ treated like dirt…it’s ‘bout everybody gettin’ treated like dirt.
“I’m lucky I got Sully. I’m surrounded by people like me, people with big hearts and
open arms, people who always share what little they got. Even the staff here treats us
like we’re somebody. [long pause]
“You think we can ever get our city, our country, to be more like Sully? What will
it take?”
What will it take? Indeed! For many folks the thought of eternal salvation is the balm
that soothes their apprehension.
For UU’s the challenge is personal. How will we use our UU Artists’ palettes, our
hammers & chisels, our clay, our forges to shape this moment? How will we invest
these tumultuous times with meaning?
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A Shot Across Your Brow continued
UUA has honed some of the tools. They are enshrined in Our Seven Guiding
Principles plus a prospective eighth weaving through UU’s deliberative discernment
process. Here they are (it helps my senior memory to see them often):
Unitarian Universalist congregations affirm and promote seven Principles,
which we hold as strong values and moral guides:
1. The inherent worth and dignity of every person;
2. Justice, equity and compassion in human relations;
3. Acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our
congregations;
4. A free and responsible search for truth and meaning;
5. The right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our
congregations and in society at large;
6. The goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all;
7. Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part.
Proposed Eighth UU Principle
8.
We, the member congregations of the Unitarian Universalist Association,
covenant to affirm and promote: Journeying toward spiritual wholeness by
working to build a diverse multicultural Beloved Community by our actions that
accountably dismantle racism and other oppressions in ourselves and our
institutions.
We can, we must employ/deploy/manifest all of these, right here, right now.
Stewardship is more than our financial pledge. Stewardship is our personal ministry
of bringing Our Principles to life, of giving ourselves to something more, of being all
we can be. All of our AUUF committees and teams are just as strong as your
commitment. We need you—you need you—to find your niche. Give generously of
your talents.
This link will take you to a List of AUUF Committees & Teams, engage with your
passion today.
If you need help, email me at
president@anchorageuuf.org.
Overwhelming hate with love takes each of us doing what we are capable of doing.
You are a Steward of Our Future. Free Your Artist Within to help us create the
Beloved Community. Here. Today.
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September AUUF Board of Directors Update
Your Board got together virtually for our monthly meeting on August 19th.
Here are a few highlights:
• The Board and your Ministerial Search Team held a Zoom consultation with UUA’s
Transitions Director for an overview of possible next steps. (On August 27th the
Team held a comprehensive and deeply personal in-depth discussion and
concluded to recommend that the Board pause the search. The Board will take up
the recommendation during its September 16th meeting.)
• Rev. Lise shared the joy she has experienced meeting many of our members and
staff. She is looking forward to our journey together.
• Use of AUUF’s home will be restricted at least through November. Small groups
that have used the building in the past and agree to adhere to AUUF’s COVID-19
safe use protocol may contact the Administrator to reserve space. The Board will
continue to make three-month projections at each meeting for the duration of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
• Rosene Beachy is gearing up for an exciting and certainly challenging Fall Religious
Exploration. She needs more helping hands and hearts.
• Kalen Saxton has taken on the task of engaging all AUUFers in the process of
obtaining UUA’s Accessibility & Inclusion Certification. You will be learning a great
deal more about this over the coming months. If there is something in your physical
or mental life that inhibits your ability to be fully engaged with AUUF, please come
forward now and help us make our Fellowship a fully inclusive experience for you.
• Dennis Arashiro let us know that AUUF will be co-sponsoring a showing of Ernie &
Joe followed by a mental health panel with the director/producer. AUUF will also be
co-sponsoring No Borders on Stolen Land with Native Movement & others. All of
our Social Action Teams are looking for members. Haven’t recent events gotten you
fired up? Step up!
• Our Finance Committee needs at least two more AUUF members interested in
helping shape & manage our budget and finance policies. Is this the opportunity
where you can add value to AUUF’s work?
• Don Antrobus, Ron Rozak and James Dryden are getting the Building & Grounds
Team jump started again as Don guides us through Phase III of our remodel project
and AUUF prepares for the approach of Winter.
• Want more information? Email president@anchorageuuf.org.
AUUF THE LOG SEPT 2020
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A Message From The Forum Committee

We are looking forward to another month of interesting and informative Forums in
September.
9am September 6
How Alaska’s Public Employees are sticking together, stronger than ever,
against attacks on collective bargaining rights, with Alaska State Employees
Association Executive Director Jake Metcalfe. Jake Metcalfe will speak about the
effects in Alaska of the “Janus” decision. That US Supreme Court ruling said public
employees have a First Amendment right to choose not to financially support the labor
unions that represent them. Can public sector unions survive? And is the State of
Alaska trying to make it even harder for unions than the Supreme Court requires, or
allows? Tune in Labor Day weekend to hear from a long-time union leader in the thick
of things.
9am September 13
Corey Aist, President of the Anchorage Education Association will speak about
the challenges of educating our children safely and effectively as ASD launches its
new school year amidst the uncertainty of the pandemic.
9am September 20
We welcome Anchorage’s Deputy Chief of Police Kevin McCoy. What is
Anchorage’s relationship with its police? Does APD suffer from the problems seen in
other American cities, and if we’re doing a better, why? Let’s find out.
9am September 27
Author, Mary Odden will join us from her home in Nelchina. Mary has worked as a
firefighter, aviation dispatcher, village teen counselor, writing teacher, and small-town
newspaper publisher and editor. You have time before September 27 to check out her
recently published book of essays, Mostly Water, and find out why she is acclaimed
as one of Alaska’s finest writers.
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Worship Information for September

Sunday Service Time Change 11am starting September 13
We are working up to Homecoming Sunday, which means that our children and youth
will soon be back in RE activities. To provide time for that to happen between the
Forum and the Worship Service, our Worship Service will move back to 11am starting
on September 13, the official start to our fellowship year.
The Worship Associates are working with Rev. Lise Sherry, music director Megan
Webb, and the Audio Visual team on our lineup of fall service. Sid McCausland will
kick off our programs on September 6, and Rev. Lise will be the speaker on the
September 13, 20, and 27.
As always, we love hearing ideas you may have for service topics, music, and
readings, and we welcome feedback on our services. You can contact me at any time.
Marty Freeman, Worship Associate Team chair martyw@ak.net
Set your clocks! No, it’s not time to “fall back” an hour for the end of daylight
saving, but it is time to change your reminders for Sunday services. Starting on
Sunday, Sept. 13, the worship service will be back to our regularly scheduled 11am
start time.
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Virtual Worship September

RENEWAL The theme for Worship & Religious Education for September.
10:30am September 6
Failing Forward into Beloved Community With Sid McCausland
We cannot expect to move mountains if we are not willing to push ourselves into
unfamiliar territory . . .
Bring Your Water Communion Water to AUUF
Rosene & Rev. Lise would like as many of our AUUF members and friends into our
Homecoming/Water Communion service as possible. So if you can, please stop by
AUUF on Friday, Sept. 11 from 4-7pm, or Saturday, Sept. 12 from 9am to 12pm, to
bring your water by. We’ll take a picture of you depositing your water into a
common vessel. Also Rev. Lise is looking forward to meeting more AUUF members!
Weather allowing, we’ll take the photos outside in front of AUUF. If not, we’ll just have
one family at a time come inside to take a photo in the north foyer. We’ll then show all
the photos during our Sunday service on the 13th. We hope to see you on Sept. 11 or
the 12th!
11am -NEW TIME September 13
Coming Home for Renewal: Sharing Our Water With Rev. Lise Adams Sherry and
Rosene Beachy, Director of Lifespan Religious Exploration
Our multigenerational homecoming service will gather us all in again after our time
away this summer. Bring water to share (and we’re still figuring out how we will share
it via Zoom) from a place that nurtured you this summer. Also look for news about
crafts for this service (for all ages) from Rosene. Welcome home!
11am September 20
Reflection, Rejoicing, Renewal With Rev. Lise Adams Sherry
The evening of September 18 marks the beginning of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish
New Year, a time for celebration and reflection. During this liturgical time of
renewal, how can we renew ourselves? Do we need to? As we reflect on our
personal actions, how can we balance our thankfulness for what has been with what
we still hope for?
11am September 27
Recommitting: Making Our Repentance Real
The Jewish high holy day of Yom Kippur asks the faithful to repent and make amends.
A challenge Unitarian Universalists have been grappling with recently is our
institutionalized oppressive behavior towards People of Color and Indigenous people.
AUUF has made a commitment to be an anti-racist congregation. How can we renew
this promise to ourselves and our world? How will we carry this pledge forward?
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Social Action- Developing A Voice By Dennis Arashiro

How long does it take to develop a voice? Does it happen with suddenness after
the end of centuries of enforced public silence? That was the hope of the many
suffragists when they celebrated the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment a
hundred years ago. They spoke of the votes of women revolutionizing the world.
But there was no such immediate impact. Why?
Because hearts and minds take longer to change than laws--both men’s and
women’s. Women had to revolutionize themselves before they could revolutionize
the world. Even with the vote, too many women were still accustomed to seeing
their social and political prison as one of privilege, not injustice. Too many women
saw their purpose in life as supporters of men instead of supporters of themselves.
It took another sixty years before women voted at the same rate as men. It took the
same sixty years before women voted differently from men. So what changed in
1980? The Reagan Revolution with its opposition to the Equal Rights Amendment,
reproductive rights and the social safety net.
In the forty years since then, as women saw their interests diverge from that
of frightened privileged men jealous of their power, their votes reflected that. How
long does it take to develop a voice? A century encompassing the 1920 Nineteenth
Amendment, the 1970’s Women’s Movement, the #Me Too movement of today and
the future possibilities of a woman Vice President and President. Now that women
have their voice, they aren’t going to be silent.
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Various Team Updates

Mask UP, AUUF! By Irene O’Brien

2,400 masks
created and
&DONATED!!

Since the start of the pandemic in March, the AUUF Mask Makers group has made
2,400 fabric face masks for our friends, family, and our community members in need.
During the early days of the pandemic, materials for masks, particularly ¼” elastic,
were difficult to come by. Store closures, health mandates, as well as Alaska’s unique
geography made finding mask materials challenging. We have met the challenges and
continue to make washable fabric face masks for the community.
Masks by the Numbers:
Total Masks Made – 2,400
Masks Donated to:
AUUF Share the Care - 525
ANMC - 450
Brother Francis Shelter & Bean’s
Café – 1,060
Anchorage Pioneer Home – 150
Chinook Elementary – 110
If you or your loved ones are in
need of additional fabric face
masks, please email me.
Thank you for all of your support!
Stay Safe, Stay Healthy,
and Mask Up!
Irene
ireneanddavid@ak.net

The AUUF Alliance
By Stephanie Koonz

The AUUF Alliance will begin Zoom meetings
again in September. Hopefully rested from
the summer’s inactivity, we had hoped of
some relief from the Covid-19 virus and the
ability to meet at the Fellowship. Alas, this is
not to be. However, meeting on Zoom does
give us a chance to check in and reconnect
on other than telephone and email.
Right now, there are no plans for a
rummage sale but we are encouraging
people to hold on to items they might want to
donate for a spring rummage sale.
I look forward to seeing anyone who cares to
join us on September 13th at 12:30. Zoom
link on the AUUF website.
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September Half Portion Recipient for Social Action goes to STAR
By Kalen Saxton

STAR’S mission is to prevent sexual trauma and provide comprehensive
collaborative crisis intervention, advocacy and support to victims/survivors, their
families, and our communities
STAR’S services for survivors are provided without regard to race/ethnicity, language,
sex, gender, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, (dis)ability, social class, economic
status, religious affiliation, residency or HIV status.
The Prevention and Education staff of STAR have regularly been asked to provide
in-person training to teachers in the RE - Religious Education program. Due to the
COVID-19 Pandemic they are now offering their training, statewide, through on-line
presentations with interactive participation.
STAR has been in existence for over 40 years. Most years they have been a recipient
of half the funds we put in the Birchbark Baskets for four Sundays during their month.
Like most of the non-profit organizations that congregants at AUUF provide our
donations to, they have ended their major fundraising events due to the COVID-19
social distancing precautions. They are asking regular contributors to meet or exceed
past donations. According to the latest FBI Uniform Crime Report, Alaska has the
highest rate of assault in the nation. STAR is working to prevent sexual trauma in
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AIM Certification Team What is AIM?

By Kalen Saxton

AIM is a certification program created by EqUUal Access in partnership with the
Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA). AIM’s purpose is to guide congregations to
better welcome, embrace, integrate and support people with disabilities and their
families in our community.
AIM certifies congregations as committed and engaged in becoming accessible and
inclusive religious communities. Attempts to have an adaptable & dynamic process will
create spaces where each person can bring the fullness of their lived experience.
The intent of the program is to meet each congregation where it is and move it
forward at a reasonable pace based on its resources, needs, and abilities regardless of
membership size or type of building. Making a congregation accessible and inclusive is
a continuing process. It is often difficult work, involving personal and cultural change.
Last year the Ministerial Search Committee sent a letter to the AUUF Board asking that
a group be formed to work toward getting an Accessibility and Inclusion Ministry
Certificate from UUA. A few people were asked to join. The AIM Certification group has
started meeting. In the past AUUF has gone through the process of getting national
UUA recognition for being a “Welcoming Congregation” for LGBTQ friends and
members. The Green Sanctuary Team spent two years getting a Green Sanctuary
Certificate by doing an energy audit and sealing the air leaks around windows and
doors.
The information on getting an AIM certificate says it takes two to three years to
inventory needs and complete tasks to show we have many things in place and
progress towards other goals.
We recognize that the Fellowship has made significant progress with the financial
decision to purchase the Lift and have it installed as part of the construction of the
south entryway. This was a $50,000 commitment to accessibility. The cost of installing
electric door openers was in the original plans for the entryway but was postponed as
funds were needed for unexpected required repairs.
Using grant money received from the Pacific Northwest District, the Board has initiated getting 1) a ramp built to allow people with mobility issues to have access to the
microphones at the pulpit, and 2) wider steps in front of the stage for the choir to use to
stand on while singing. We now have a $10,000 donation to upgrade the Audio-Visual
system and booth, which includes plans for hearing assistance upgrades.
If we divide our plan into three years, it would be:
FY20 – July 2019-June 2020 From the MSC letter to the plans for the sanctuary ramp
and A-V upgrades
FY21 – July 2020-June 2021 Phase I and Phase II requirements for AIM Certification
FY22 – July 2021-June 2022 Phase III for AIM Certification
Want more information? Email Kalen at: saxtonkalen@gmail.com
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Notes from Religious Exploration By Rosene Beachy, DLRE
Thinking of you all during this very strange fall. I have enjoyed
hearing about the many outdoor adventures and fun families have
experienced this summer. What a blessing to have such a
wonderful summer where we could isolate outside instead of
inside. But, what a different energy the start to this year has. The
blueberries are about finished, the rains have arrived, the geese are
taking to the air. There seems to be little need for shopping trips for
school clothes as we turn from the wanderings and adventures of our
short and magnificent summer to the settling in and tasks of fall.
I feel for each of you in the struggle to start school online or homeschool while
working from home, or trying to figure out how to go in to your own job safely. Some of
you have found a “bubble family” that you can share tasks with. But everyone is forced
to think outside the box and come up with new rituals and rhythms for the day. It can be
hard to find the joy in the daily stress. But surprise, kids are really good at it! As
parents, we are good at finding things to spark that smile or change of focus:
something simple and familiar like the bedtime story, random hugs or dances, a
morning song and ritual, lighting a chalice, or lunch in a bag waiting in the fridge. These
moments add a calm reassurance and joy to our children’s lives.
I understand that for some of us, Zoom is exhilarating – a time to see friendly faces, but
for others who are on Zoom a lot it can be exhausting! AUUF will provide
programming this Fall via Zoom, and that may not be to everyone’s liking, but staying
connected is important for kids. Reverend Lise and I are at the church building most
days. We welcome visits! Let us know when you would like to pop in for a few minutes
to meet our new minister, chat with me, Rosene, check out a bag of RE books, pick up
your monthly RE activity pack or play on the playground. We are here for you. Please
let us know how we as your faith community can support you.
September Soul Matters Theme is Renewal
Check out the AUUF or RE Group Facebook page for ideas, music and verse during
the month. We will be posting Soulful Home links for each month on the RE page as
well as the live Chalice Circles.
RE Live Chalice Circles for all ages will begin again on September 12th from 10:15 –
10:45am each Sunday morning. Family activity bags for each month will be available
for pick up at AUUF at the beginning of the month with supplies for an activity each
week. Kids can do the activity ahead of time to share during the Circle time. Book Bag
collections will also be available each Monday & Tuesday afternoon to keep your kids
reading!
AUUF THE LOG SEPT 2020
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Notes from Religious Exploration continued
We have some pretty cool new E - books as well as books for older readers and youth!
Keep the bag for a week or longer until you’ve read the ones you want, and then bring
back and exchange for a new one. Each bag has a surprise collection of books on a
variety of current themes.
The following groups will meet via Zoom – look for a test / and email with your
special Zoom link.
Coming of Age group will meet Sundays at 1pm
Jr Youth - Moon Spinners club will meet Sunday at 7pm via Zoom
Sr Youth Hang out will meet Sundays at 8:30pm
Parent Meeting - join the CYRE Team on Sept 8, 7 pm for a chat about what RE
will be this year. This is a high anxiety time, bring your questions, problems and
ideas about virtual and in person activities. What are your needs and interests? Parent
group? Food insecurity issues? Childcare needs? Break out small age group
activities? Playgroups? Family small group activities at the church? OWL support
group for parents teaching OWL at home this year? Together we can figure out some
options.
Topic: RE Parent Start Up Meeting Sep 8, 7pm
https://zoom.us/j/97522944603?pwd=TXpWa1dxWFpyUEFoek1vOCt4R1RKQT09
September 13th - “Homecoming Sunday” Bring the water you have collected over
the summer to the virtual 11am service, for our Gathering of the Waters Communion.
Check your RE Activity bag for supplies to make a water wand to use in the service.
If you are “too old” for an RE Activity bag – feel free to come get supplies at AUUF
to make a wand, or create your own water wand with ribbons, stick, etc. you have at
home!
AUUF Adult Small Group Chalice Circles-Our small groups continued to enjoy
meeting during the spring and summer via zoom or outdoor circle! We will be setting
up new groups for this fall to meet every week or alternate. Please check out the info
sheet and registration form included below.
RE registration update links have been sent to everyone registered last year. Please
update any info or just click “OK” if you want to stay on our current list and keep getting
RE news through this year (even if you are not participating much). We want to keep
you in the loop, if you want to be!!! We are looking for Jr / Sr Youth group advisors /
leaders as well as COA mentors. Please contact Rosene if you are interested.
Otherwise I’ll start down my list of calls!!!
Wishing you some deep breaths, joy, and a lightness of being during this month.
Love, Rosene
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Anchorage Unitarian Universalist Fellowship | (907) 248-3737
www.anchorageuuf.org
Minister, Rev. Lise Adams Sherry, 907-248-3737 x2, revlise@anchorageuuf.org
Peggy Robinson, Congregational Administrator, admin@anchorageuuf.org
Kelly Spring, Communications Specialist, communications@anchorageuuf.org
Rosene Beachy, Director of Lifespan Religious Exploration, rbeachy@alaskalife.net
Office Hours – By Appointment Only
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